IEEE MNNIT STUDENT BRANCH CELEBRATED
IEEE DAY (14th September to 6th OCTOBER)

Was Live on facebook during event-
https://www.facebook.com/ieeemnnit
6th OCTOBER (IEEE DAY) EVENT

Link-
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=651942325464186
IEEE MNNIT Student Branch is celebrating IEEE day by organising an online competition on 6th Oct 2020, Tuesday from 7pm onwards through power point presentation on topic related to IEEE 2020 theme “Leveraging Technology for a Better Tomorrow”.

All IEEE / Non-IEEE Student Member (Any Branch / Stream / Course) of MNNIT can participate in the event.

Candidates can register online by filling Google form through QR code or registration link provided in the pamphlet. After registration, participants need to send their complete PPT to coordinator mail id mentioned in the pamphlet. PPT must not be more than 10 slides.

Registration and PPT e-mailing must be completed before 11:59:59 pm on 5/oct/2020.

All the candidates participating in the event will be given appreciation certificates.

Among the submissions, top 10 PPT will be selected for presentation and they will be awarded a pen-drive each. Link for presentation will be provided through e-mails.

Each participant will be given 4min for presentation and 1min for questionnaire.

Winner will be decided after presentation and will also be awarded with one year IEEE membership.

Under no circumstance foul activity or disobeying of rules will be entertained.

In any case, the decisions taken by jury member will be treated as final and everyone need to strictly follow that.
IMPORTANCE OF AUGMENTED REALITY IN COVID ERA

- COVID-19 is here to stay. Even after an effective vaccine is found, it will continue to be with us. It has affected all aspects of our lives, and the education sector is no exception.
- One positive outcome of the lockdown is the acceleration in adoption of digital technologies and this can upgrade the education system, both for students as well as for teachers.
Tackling traffic congestion with movable dividers

By: Keshav Mathur
Communication Systems
M.Tech 1st Year, MNNIT Allahabad
14TH SEPTEMBER EVENT

Link- https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=665378797438687
Sign posts on the horizon: Challenges and Opportunities

- **Challenges:**
  - Pollution, Congestion, Lack of access to Clean Water, Housing
  - Climate change – Forest Fires, Hurricanes
  - Quality of Life
  - Unemployment – Jobs lost to automation

- **Opportunities**
  - Sustainable Technologies
  - Clean Energy
  - Transportation
  - Smart Cities
  - Smart Grid
  - Digital Technologies
  - AI, IoT, 5G, ML
IEEE DAY
WEBINAR BY
IEEE MNNIT STUDENT BRANCH
On
Wireless Technology Innovation: Opportunities and Challenges
20 September, 2020 (Sunday)
7:00 PM (IST), 1:30 PM (GMT)
Our Guest
Mr. Ravi Prakash
Convener:
Prof. V. S. Tripathi
Faculty Advisor-IEEE MTT-S & APS, SBC MNNIT Allahabad
Coordinator:
Piyush Kumar Mishra
+917376158595
pmishra@mnnit.ac.in
Registration Details:
https://forms.gle/HCOc2mr2L3udW4wzq7
*Free Registration
27 th September event

**Link:**
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=757394538170340
4th October event

Link-
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=367628034299939